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Commentary 

Market Review & Outlook 

We underestimated the potential impact of a global pandemic on our portfolio.  The quarter’s selloff signified 
the fastest market collapse in U.S. history, taking the S&P 500 just 3-weeks to reach its 12-month low after 
reaching its all-time high. It also officially marked the end of the longest bull market in U.S. history.  Despite 
several near 20% corrections since 2009, the 11-year run saw the S&P 500 index increase more than five-fold 
as measured by the March 2009 low.  As of quarter end, the S&P 500 index was 23% below its February all-
time high, with more than $6T in market capitalization wiped out. 

As contagion spread, stalling business activity weighed on sentiment and left the global economy 
vulnerable to further disruptions.  Following a disagreement between OPEC’s major producers, Russia and 
Saudi Arabia, the price of oil collapsed more than 30% in two days and ended the period at just $20/barrel, 
the lowest level in 18 years.  This development immediately impacted the financial sector due to its sizeable 
credit exposure to the energy sector.  With the four largest U.S. banks by assets carrying a total exposure to 
the energy sector of an estimated $161B1 or 25% of tangible equity as of 12.31.19, investors began to 
discount losses on this exposure which flows through to the equity.   

The more meaningful disruption came from the shadow credit markets.  Essentially, the financial system 
was facing a margin call in the short-term credit markets which mostly provide secured loans with 
borrowers pledging financial assets as collateral.  Given the interconnectedness of the global credit 
markets, similar to one person’s asset being another person’s liability, a credit crunch in one market has 
substantial implications for another.  During this period, we saw credit spreads widen across the board 
even affecting AAA investment grade securities like government-sponsored mortgage-backed securities and 
short-term markets like commercial paper.  These rapid developments were considered enough of a threat 
for the Federal Reserve to justify unleashing a policy response that rivals the one from the financial crisis.  
This response included open market operations aimed at increasing liquidity either directly or indirectly by 
funding a wide range of investment securities including Treasuries, commercial paper, mortgage bank 
securities, collateralized loan obligations (CLOs), and stocks, which the Fed permitted banks to use as 
collateral when borrowing from the primary dealer credit facility (PDCF) lending program.    

Against this backdrop, we believe the risks of recession have increased substantially and we are likely already 
in a recession.  We expect consumer demand to struggle in the short-term as consumers absorb higher 
unemployment and lower productivity weighing on family incomes.  Further, supply-side disruptions could 
cause a spike in inflation as imbalances flow through to consumer prices, partially offset by a strengthening 

 
1 Includes loans outstanding and credit commitments (e.g. lines of credit).  



U.S. dollar.  The record $2T fiscal stimulus program passed by Congress in March should help offset some of 
these headwinds. Finally, liquidity conditions remain a key variable determining whether the financial system 
can absorb the weakness without triggering a deleveraging event. Fortunately, early signs indicate the Fed’s 
policy response has been effective in managing the risk of contagion.  

While the portfolio’s performance was certainly frustrating, we remain encouraged by prevailing valuations 
with many stocks cheaper than they have been in more than 10 years.  However, with the global economy 
facing substantial risk of disruptions, we exercise caution as we navigate this environment.  We see balance 
sheet constraints combined with lasting end-market demand impairment removing much of the margin of 
safety for many different sectors.  We believe the probabilities remain low that the systemic risks described 
above can cause a deep recession or even an economic depression, although it is difficult to argue that risks 
are not higher than they were four weeks ago, so we will proceed cautiously.   

Portfolio Results and Activity 

Since our last interim note which we shared in early March, we have deployed ~1/3 of our cash reserves 
into mostly defensive businesses leaving us with a low teens % cash allocation as of quarter end.  Most of 
our purchase activity relates to those investments we consider having less direct exposure to a prolonged 
pandemic crisis.  These include food staples, discount retail, and residential broadband businesses such as 
Post Holdings (POST), Dollar Tree (DLTR), and GCI Liberty (GLIBA).  We have balanced this defensive tilt by 
adding some cyclical exposure including two new positions NVR Corp (NVR) and United Rentals (URI).   

NVR is one of the nation’s largest residential homebuilders located in the north-eastern USA.  For more 
than 20 years, the company has consistently generated the industry’s highest returns on capital due to its 
unique operating model. When we initiated our position in March, NVR had fallen >40% in 3 weeks as 
housing stocks began to discount investor fears of a U.S. recession.   The outlook for housing demand adds 
an important secular dimension to NVR’s long-term growth prospects driven by factors including 
demographics, aging housing stock, affordability metrics, and historically low home ownership rates.    

NVR’s model is unique among the publicly listed homebuilders, being driven by three main variables 
including an asset-lite development model, aversion to speculative construction activity, and a streamlined 
construction process that reduces construction time. These variables ultimately drive higher asset turnover 
or higher sales for each dollar of investment compared to peers.  For instance, rather than developing its 
own raw land for its homebuilding sites, NVR purchases options from developers to secure its homesite 
inventory which often require a down payment of only 10% of the purchase price.  A secondary benefit 
from this capital-light operating model is reduced inventory risks related to shifting market dynamics due to 
the model’s lower level of capital intensity.  At 3.3x P/B, 8x p/e, and 10x FCF, we are receiving a business 
with a net cash balance sheet position, an attractive reinvestment runway, and, most importantly, a 
demonstrated ability of earning excess returns on capital averaging >40% returns on equity over the past 
20-years. Historically, it has avoided M&A spending and paying dividends, choosing to return earnings 
though share repurchases. This is reflected in a regular annual pattern of buyback activity retiring 35% of 
shares over the past 10 years.  Within this broader context, we think the risk of recession has fewer 
implications when combined with NVR’s business quality and unleveraged balance sheet, providing our 
investment a healthy margin of safety regardless of near-term uncertainty in our opinion.   



In terms of selling activity, unrelated and prior to the market’s sell-off, we exited two long-term 
investments, Jefferies (JEF) and Liberty Global (LBTYK), for idiosyncratic reasons although, in hindsight, 
fortuitously timed. Finally, we have and intend to continue to reduce investments which have performed 
much better than other portfolio investments, using these proceeds to redeploy into other holdings in 
order to keep position sizes within targeted ranges2 while capturing some of the relative value on offer.  
Following this reasoning, we reduced our position in Kroger (KR) late in the quarter following its double-
digit positive performance YTD and expect to continue to perform this form of rebalancing as long as this 
market environment continues.  Other candidates that we may reduce in this environment include our 
investments in JD.com (JD), Tencent (TCEHY), and Dollar General (DG).   

In early January and following the release of their November fiscal year-end report and shareholder letter, 
we concluded Jefferies (JEF)’s recent strength provided the opportunity to sell our shares.  With its 
substantial discount to book value coupled with a management team actively taking steps to collapse the 
discount to net asset value, the shares appeared to be a bargain.  However, JEF’s key investment banking 
division was only becoming more opaque, rendering comprehensive analysis impossible at a time its 
balance sheet quality was also deteriorating.  We noted an increasingly aggressive use of financial leverage 
and deteriorating liquidity position that offered no clear boost to already modest returns on equity of ~8%.  
In our view, it has compromised the stability of its balance sheet and its capacity to absorb financial market 
turmoil in favor of maximizing returns.   

Conclusion  

With questions like: “is the sell-off overdone” and “is the market cheap” weighing on our minds, we choose 
to place these questions in broader context by imagining our answers to a scenario where the market were 
to close tomorrow and not reopen for 5 years.  For example, the S&P 500 at a total equity valuation of 
~$22T and an earnings yield of ~6.6%, presents an investment that over the past 20 years generated about 
$15.5T in cumulative net income. Roughly half gets distributed to shareholders and the other half is 
reinvested. During this period, net income grew at 5.5% annualized which implies a ~10% return on 
equity. Given the S&P 500’s long-term record of generating double digit returns on equity and its steady 
reinvestment rates, it is easier for us to look 5 years into the S&P’s future rather then look forward one day 
as it relates to the coronavirus outbreak.    

If S&P 500 distribution and reinvestment rates remain consistent with past levels and we are buying it at 
~15x earnings (6.6% earning yield), this would imply an 8.3% long term rate of return. With the 10Y treasury 
bond yielding 0.77%, the ~800 basis point return differential adds up over 5 years and translates into a 
much higher total return for stocks relative to bonds. Even if you give future earnings power and return on 
equity drastic haircuts, stocks still are relatively cheap compared with bonds.  

 
2 Their relative outperformance has the effect of increasing their concentration levels or position sizes above our 
targeted levels while also reducing the weightings or exposure to the underperforming investments.  



Within this context, we consider the prospects for equities to be appealing. While coronavirus is having 
catastrophic impact today on the economy and all aspects of life, it is difficult to imagine that the U.S.’s 
productive resource base and earnings power cannot eventually recover.  

Adrian Morffi 
Matt Falkowski 
4/02/20 

The views presented here represent the opinions of SeaBridge Investment Advisors based on analysis of publicly available 
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This is not a recommendation to buy any security or sector.  SeaBridge may buy or sell securities for client or personal portfolios at 
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future.  
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